
Welcome to Genetics   Lecture 1: Traits and Gregor Mendel 
How Organisms Get their Traits?   
We share certain features with more than __________________kinds of organisms. Even so, each human being also 
has feature that make him or her different from every other living thing even from every human. You may want to know 
where your features came from, long legs, high cheekbones, blue eyes, dark curly hair??? They may be similar to 
someone else, but will not be identical.  In fact, every living thing has specific characteristics that are called ________  
Traits are unique. 

Terms to know: 
__________ specific , inherited characteristics of an organism, they can be __________________________________ 
in a family and may be nearly identical or similar. Examples: dimples, hair color. They are controlled by genes carried on 
chromosomes. 
__________________Form of a gene. For each gene there can be 2 alleles 
__________________This is the GENETIC alleles of a trait: BB, Bb, bb 
__________________What the organism looks like. The genetic expression of the genotype. What we see!! 
__________________the strongest allele/the one expressed, that has the ability to mask another. Always expressed in 
capital letter: B, R, C, etc 
__________________an allele that can only be expressed when 2 are together. Always expressed in lower case letters: b, 
r, c.  It can only be expressed in cases such as: rr, bb, cc. 
____________________________________Identical genetic alleles, that express a dominant trait. BB, CC, RR 
____________________________________: Identical genetic alleles, that express a recessive trait: bb,cc,rr 
____________________________________: This is a combination of two alleles that are doninant AND recessive. The 
trait that is expressed is the dominant trait. It MASKs the recessive trait.  Bb, Cc, Rr 
__________________This is a box method that is used to show the genotypes of combinations: (mom) CC x (dad)  cc: 
 
__________________:  A pedigree is a diagram that shows __________________of a trait from one generation to 
the next.  Can you tell which people are closely related in a family by just looking at a photograph.  
Some family members look very similar, others look totally different. To find out how family members can have such 
different features we can use a tool called a pedigree to trace each trait in a family.  
Which of your features have you inherited? 
Complete the questions here + conclusion: 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 

 

 



Do traits appear randomly?? 
Do you see a pattern in the appearance of traits such as curly hair?? Do traits appear and disappear ar random? 
_____________________________:  that nothing is causing 1 trait to appear more often than another. It’s 
like the lottery, each number has an equal chance of coming up. No number is favored.  In the case of 2 traits, if 
the traits are appearing randomly, there is an equal chance that either trait will appear...or in a large group of 
people, 50% will have 1 trait and 50 % will have the other.  To find out if traits appear in patterns or randomly, 
we are going to do the next activity. 

Lab: Do More Students have  attached or unattached earlobes?? 
Data & Conclusions: 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 
__________________________________ 

 
Lect 2: Mendel & Genetics:  :  Mendel’s work with peas 
Video: Take notes: _______________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________was an Australian monk who did a series of experiments to show that traits 
__________________occur purely at __________________He recognized that traits occur in family pedigrees according 
to certain patterns of inheritance. While at the monastery Mendel did experiments with pea plants.  He did pea plant 
studies, and discovered some seeds were __________________ others __________________some were 
__________________ others__________________, some __________________others __________________All sorts of 
variations were observed. He would record and experiment over and over, and he came across some patterns: 
He observed the variation in these plants. 
Term to know: __________________: the occurrence of an ____________________________________that makes a 
person or thing  different from other members with in the same species. 
TALL X TALL = ____________________________________ 
TALL X TALL= ____________________________________ 
TALL X SHORT = ____________________________________ 
SHORT X SHORT = ____________________________________ 
Was there a pattern in these results that supported Mendel’s hypothesis... that the traits of offspring came from their 
parents??? or were the results random??? Cross pollination of plants with certain traits with plants having contrasting 
traits.He determined which traits were inherited by offspring plants.  Established mathematical ratios from the counts of 
the contrasting traits that were displayed. These ratios describe ____________________________________that control 
traits in terms of probability. Mendel's "Factors" are now known as__________________. 



Definition: Gene: ____________________________________a discrete portion of a chromosome thought to be 
responsible for the production of a single type of “factor".  The "factor" responsible for the inheritance of a genetic trait. 
____________________________________ 
Definition: A theory of genetic inheritance that is based on current understanding of the relationships between the 
biochemical control of traits and the process of cell division. 
Chromosomes/Chromatids: (Remember meiosis & mitosis) the chromosome is made up of _______________ 
__________________Definition: One pair of genes that exist at the same location on a pair of homologous 
chromosomes and cause parallel control over the same genetic trait. 
SOME MAJOR GENETIC PATTERNS: Genes of certain pairs can have contrasting (different or opposite) 
effects on the same trait.  However, only one may be __________________while the other is ________________ 
__________________The gene that is expressed 
__________________The gene that is masked 
 
In "dominance problems" _____________________________are usually symbolized by a __________________ 
while the _______________________________for the same trait is given the _______________________of the 
same letter. If the two inherited traits are alike  (TT or tt) the combination is called: __________________If the 
two inherited traits of this allelic pair are different ( Tt) this combination is called : __________________ 
 ( or hybrid) 
Example:  
Garden peas: tall plants vs short plant 
T = tall allele t = short allele 
In fertilization homologous chromosomes are separated in meiosis, and the fertilization of the egg brings 
together the union of 2 different chromosomes.  
In this cases two alleles for every trait are inherited.  
__________________The physical appearance(what you see)expression of the genetic make-up of the offspring 
__________________The genetic makeup (the genes!) of the offspring that determines the phenotype 
So Mendel tried to cross his tall plants and see what would happen. Remember, each trait has 2 genes. Mom 
will donate HALF of 2 genes and Dad will donate HALF of 2 genes. When Mendel crossed this is what the 
cross pattern looked like: 

 

all 4 offspring are HOMOzygous dominate  
100% dominate 
 

Next Mendel tried to cross 2 short plants and see what would happen. Remember, each trait has 2 genes. Mom 
will donate HALF of 2 genes and Dad will donate HALF of 2 genes.  But this time the results were different!  
WHY?? When Mendel crossed this is what the cross pattern looked like: 

 

all 4 offspring are homozygous Recessive 
this time! They’re all SHORT! 
100% recessive 
 
 

Next Mendel tried to cross 2 tall plants and see what would happen. Remember, each trait has 2 genes. Mom 
will donate HALF of 2 genes and Dad will donate HALF of 2 genes.  But this time the results were different!  
WHY?? When Mendel crossed this is what the cross pattern looked like: 

 

3 offspring are dominate, but only 1 is homozygous 
(TT) and this time there’s a recessive or SHORT 
who’s also homozygous (tt) and then 50% are 
heterozygous or Tt. 
 

Note that 3 of these offspring would show the phenotype of the dominant gene,(being tall!)  even though their 
"genetic make-up is different, (TT, Tt) while only one would show the recessive trait (tt)  and be short. 



Punnett Square Examples 
What are the chances of mm x MM parents having a 
homozygous recessive offspring: 
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What are the chances of Mm x Mm having a homozygous 
dominant offspring: 
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What is the percent of mm x mm parents having 
heterozygous offspring: 
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What is the percent of Mm x Mm having  heterozygous 
offspring: 
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What is the percent of Mm x Mm having  
homozygous recessive off spring: 
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What percent of Pp x pp offspring will be 
heterozygous 
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